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BETHEL an anchorsanchoraanchoragea
superior court sustained the alaalaskaSVa
board of fisheries decision to Mimposeidoseipose
a 500000 chum cap in the 1989 false
pass fishery

false pass area fishermen and
organizations had claimed thatt6ttat the
board was arbitrary inin placing the cap
requested by subsistence chum
fishermen in the yukon and
kuskokwimkuskokwirn river

the terminal stream fishermen had
claimed that the unlimited bycatchbucatch of
chums harmed conservation efforts in
their rivers

delta fishermen were represented
by the yukon kuskokwim fisheries
task force that group has filed a
countersuit against the state ofalaska
saying that the boards allocation of
any chum salmon to the june intercept
fishery in false pass is a violation of
the states subsistence law

thee cap will prevent fishermen
lalandingnding salmon in registration area
M frofromin taking more than 500000
migrating chum salmon during june
when fishing for their 838.3 percent
allocation ofof the preseasonpre season bristol
bay harvest of 17268000

the total sockeye forecast is 30
millionmiflion the area M allocation would
be 14630001463.000 reds

without the cap a false pass chum
bycatchbucatch of more than I11 million was
predicted by YKY K fiserhmen for 1989

aringuring the first period for false
pass on june 10 204600 reds were
taken with a chum bycatchbucatch of99200
almost one fifth of the chum cap

don mitchell attorney for the task
forceforgo said he waswa pleased with the
decdecisionision but cautioned that its just
half the effort

the trouble with false pass is that
when the fish are moving throuthroughah9h
south unimakuniman there is no way for the
department to know the size or
strength of a particular chum run
mitchell said that cannot be deter-
mined until the fish hit the mouth of
the individual rivers by then the
board has absolutely no ability to un-
do the false pass fishery

mitchell said the boards regulation
has the effect of giving a priority to
the false pass fishermen over the sub-
sistencesi fishermen further up the line
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that is exactly the opposite of

what I1 would suggest the legislature
intended when they adopted this im-
portant subsistence priority policy

the risk ofofoverfishingoverfishingoverfishing weak chum
classes from mixed stock ocean
fisheries such as false pass led to the
closure of the subsistence fishery on
the kantishna river a yukon river
tributary in 1986 mitchell said

the solution proposed by the task
force is to task the judge
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to rule that
the june interceptinterceftintercept fishery in area M
is in violation 0of I1the state subsistence
law he said if the judgege agrees
with our legal theory

sp
shee will order

the june area M fishery closed
mitchell said if that took place it

would then be up to the legislature to
determine whether mixed stock com-
mercial fishermen should be given a
preference over terminal stream sub-
sistencesistence users

mature chum salmon school in the
north pacific ocean then funnel
through unimakuniman pass into the bering
sea during their migration to northern
spawning streams chums are in-
tercepted along with sockeyessockeyes
throughout the month of june but are
more dominant in the early part of the
run
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the aleutiansAleutians east borough
government concerned fishermen of
area M the peninsula marketing
association the shumaginShumagin corporation
and individual fishermen from the
false pass area brought the suit three
attorneys a biologist and an economist
were employed by the plaintiffs in
representing their case

support for the yukon kuskokwim
fisheries task forces intervention
came from the fishing industry native
and private businesses and individuals
from throughout the yukon
kuskokwim delta and upriver yukon
groups


